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Abstract

This paper introduces new techniques for interactive piecewise flat.
tcning of parametric 3-D surfaces, leading to a non-distorted, hence
realistic, texture mapping. Cuts arc allowed on the mapped tex-
ture and we make n compromise between discontinuities and dis-
t ortions. These techniques are based on results from different al
geometry, more precisely on the notion of “geodesic curvature”:
isoprmametric curves of the surface are mapped, in a constructive
way, onto curves in the texture plane with preservation of geodesic
curvature at each paint. As an application, we give a concrete ex-
ample which is a first step towards an efficient ruralrobust CAD
tool for shoe modeling.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.33 [Computer

Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation; 1.4.3 [Image Processing]:
Enhtu~cement-Geometric Correction, Texture.
Additional Keywords and Phrases: Non Distorted Texture
Mnpping, Piecewise Surface Flattening, Differential Geon~ctryl
Geodesic Curvature

1 Introduction

Texture mapping techniques rare widely used to reproduce textural
infornmtion available in a planar image onto a 3-D surface. This

is made possible by making a correspondence between a plnrmr
imnge rmd a 3-D surface, in order to give each sample point of the
output screen remched by the projected 3-D surface an intensity
value computed from n point or a set of points of the 2-D image
sample. This correspondence is called the “mapping function”

Catmull [8] first introduced a recursive subdivision algorithm to
map a 2-D rectangular image onto a 3-D bicubic patch. This
method hns been refined and enhanced by several authors [9, 6].

These techniques are equivalent to warping the phmar rectangle
until it takes the shape of the bicubic patch. Unfortunately, these
techniques do not preserve distances or angles, resulting in spra-
tial distortions of texture patterns, which can sometimes change
the visual apperwrmce of the texture on the surface, Other au.

thors have proposed solutions to reduce these distortions. Bier et
rd. [5] proposed a 2-print mapping which consists in decomposing
the mapping in two steps: the texture pattern is first embedded
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in a 3-D intermediate surface and then projected onto the target
surface iu a way that depends only on the geometry of the tar-
get object. The distortion is reduced by heuristically choosing the

appropriate intermediate surface and the projection method. l.Jn-
fortunntely this is not always easy todo. Fiume et al. [13] have
proposed n “polygonal conformal mapping” to map a polygon (e. g.,
a square) onto an arbitrary convex polygon with preservation of
angles. This technique gives good results on polygons for some

applications. However, the technique does not preserve distances,
thus creating distortions. Moreover, it is not easily cxtendable to
free form surfaces. k [17], Ma et al. used an optimization tech-
nique to minimize distortions for general surfaces. The mapping
is performed on a grid of sample points of the 3-D surface. Start-
ing from an arbitrary initial mapping, the algorithm converges to
the optimrd mapping by minimizing a global metric taking into
account distances between each point and its direct neighbors on
the 3-D grid. A similar technique was proposed at the same time
by Schwsmtz et al. [11] for general surfoce flattening. Since most
surfaces me not developable (i.e. unfolded without deformations
or cuts, think of a sphere), distortions still remain. Moreover, op-
timization techniques offer uo control on the distribution of the
remaining distortions

A non-distorted mapping of a planar texture onto a 3-D surfnce is
equivalent to n nou-wrwped flattening of the surfnce. As it is well

known, fully sprending out a non-developable surfnce would induce
distortions. The basic idea of this work is to permit discontinuities

on the mapped texture rmd to make a compromise between cuts
and distortions. The cuts here play the role of seam lines (such as
on a cloth). The surfnce is first piecewise flattened (with different
maps in the phme), then texture is computed on the surface using
the flattened parts. This could have mauy applications in differ-
ent fields, varying from graphics concerning non-distorted texture
mapping, to cmtogrrtphy smd manufacturing (cloth modeling) for
piecewisc flattening. The example emphasised here is a first step
towards nn efficient and robust CAD tool for shoe modeling.

This paper introduces new techniques for interactive piece wise flat-
tening of parametric 3-D surfaces, leading to a non-distorted tex-
ture mapping. The flattening of n region grows around an isopara-
metric curve selected by hand. A distortion metric is introduced
to control and stop the growth when the rtccumulnted distortion
exceeds a previously determined threshold. The flattening meth-
ods m-c based on results from differential geometry ([7] [12]), more
precisely on the notion of “geodesic curvature”: isopnmmetric
curves of the surfcrce me mapped in a constructive wny onto curves
in the texture plnne, with prescrvrttiou of geodesic curvature at
each point.

The next section gives the outlines of the global texture mapping

approach. This section rrlso reviews our previous work [3] On rev.

olution surfnce flattening. In section 3, concepts from differen-

tirrl geometry (geodesic curvature) arc introduced rind utilized to
strnightforwnrdly extend the previous work to more general sur-

fnces. A ~nore robust technique (bnsed on n rclnxatirm procedure)
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section 4. All these techniques are compared on well

known examples: a cone and a hemisphere. Section 5 presents an

application to shoe modeling. The paper concludes with CIdiSCUS.
sion of the limitations of the proposed techniques and with some
suggestions for future developments.

2 General considerations and previous
work

The surfaces considered here are given by a piccewisc parametric
represent ation:

{

x = *(U, v)
Y = Y(U, v)

z = Z(U, v)

We require the surfaces to be C2 (to have continuous second order
derivatives at each point), especially on the joining curves (the
reason for this constraint is explained later). Moreover, the two
families of isoparametric lines must be nowhere tangent to each
other (i.e. a normal and a tangent plane exist at every point),
The surface is fist regularly sampled into a grid of 3-D points,
along the isoparametrics (in parmnetcrs space). Moreover, the
sampling must be refined enough to approximate the arc length
between two successive sample points along an isoparametric by
their euclidian dist ante. In the following, sample curves along u
smd u directions are respectively denoted C.j (u = Oj ) and C;,

(U = til ). We note the points of the 3-D grid Mlj , and their
correspondents in the flattening planel Pij. The euclidian distance
between two points Ml and Mz is loosely denoted d(A41, Mz ) or
IImf, - M,ll,

2.1 Outlines of the general approach

The texture mapping algorithm can bc divided into two main steps:

I)

II)

An initial chord curve (a portion of an isoparamctric) is
first selected on the grid and the surface is unfolded around
this curve until a preliminarily fixed distortion threshold is
reached. The same process is repeated on the unprocessed
region of the grid until all the surface, or an interesting part
of it, is covered.

The processed regions of the grid are then triangulated, ond
a locally affine interpolation, atline in each triemglc, is used
to texture them.

Step I) constitutes the piecewise flattening part of the algorithm.
More precisely, for each presented flattening technique, an appro-

priate distortion metric is defined. The initial curve is chosen by
hand depending on where the texture is desired to be the lCSSdis-
tort cd. This curve divides the surface into two sub-regions, e.g.
“left” and “right”. Let the curve be C: O., where Vjl < v < Vj, }.

Unfolding the surface around this curve is done in three steps:

1.

2.

3.

Develop the initial curve: iind for each sample point &fiOJ of
this curve a corresponding point PiOj in the flattening plane

(e.g., a texture plane) .

develop the surface on the left side of the initinl curve:
fix a left side threshold, then develop successively curves

{Ci., ~ < h ,Vjl < v < Vj, } (parallel to the initial one)
until the provided distortion exceeds the left side threshold,
or the current curve belongs to an already developed region.

Develop the surface on the right side of the initial curve usirur
a right side threshold (the same as the leftside development
but developed curves are {C1., i > io, ~j, < u < 0j2 })

Step II) constitutes the texturing part: the triangula-
tion of a processed region is obtained by splitting each

quad {Mi–lj-l, lfi-lj, lkfij-1, Mij }, of four neighboring samp-
le points, into two triangles {Mi-lj–l , Mij-l , Mi-lj } ~d

{Ikfi-~j, Mij-~, Mij}. This gives rise to two triangles in the

1For the texture mapping application the flattening plnne is
considered to be the texture space.
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texture plane, {Pi_l J_l , Paj–l , Pi-lj} and {Pi-lj, Pij–1 , Pij ,}
where the Pkl are the corresponding points of the Jfkl and have

already been obtained with the flattening process. The 3-D tri-
angular faces are project cd onto the output scrccn. A triangle-to-
triangle atline interpolation from the texture plane to the output
screen is used to compute the texture value at each pixel of the
output screen. A Z-buKer is used for hidden surface parts elimi-
nation and a prefdtcred summed table [10] is used for antialiasing.
The locally atline approximation of the mapping function is well
explained in [4], and compared with the approximation proposed
by Oka. and al. in [18] (see [4] for more details). Local affie

approximations to a mapping are also discussed in [14].
Fkom now on we will emphasize the geometrical aspect of the non

distorted piecewise flattening.

2.2 Previous work

In [3] we have proposed a piecewise flattening technique for surfaces
of revolution. The outllne of the algorithm is:

1.

2.

Map an initial meridian C’;.. of the surface onto a straight line
D~o. in the plane with distance preservation between sample
points. One has only to jiz a correspondence for a starting
point and a direction for the straight line. Obtaining the
other comcspondences is immediate.

Extend the development step by step around Cg.. (at each----
step a meridian Ci, is reached) while mapping parallels onto
straight lines orthogonal to DIO. with distance preserva-
tion between sample points, until the distortion threshold is
reached. (SCC Figure 1).

If dtstorfion ~ thrmhold

$ ‘r “-

stop
‘1

.’
,’ :,qj,l

M,j+l ‘,
,’ ‘,

M, : “.y
C.J ;

‘1
1
‘,

:

~b, c,. ;
1’

D.j

m. b,,

SURFACE PLANE

Figure 1: Previous flattening of surfaces of revolution.

This method preserves distances on the initial meridian Cio, and on
parcdlcls C,j but not on the other meridians CD. (unless the surface

is a cylinder). Moreover, we preserve the cross angles between
CIO. and C.j Distance distortion on meridians and cross angle
distortion (between the two families of curves) increase as one gets
far from the first meridian. All distortions me concentrated on
meridians C,., i # i., so we choose as a distortion metric for each
successive curve C:,, the mean of the errors induced on its chord
segments:

‘-’ I d(~ij, ~ij+l) - d(J’ij, Pij+l) I (1)
CT(Ci. ) . & ~

d(~ij, ~ij+l )
j=O

Here, N is the number of sample points of C1., and P~l are the
corresponding texture points of 3-D points MkJ. Note that here,
due to revolution symmetry, one has only one threshold for both
leftside and rightside development.
Figure 2 shows the development of a cone and a hemisphere with
this technique. We have developed them entirely, onto only one
piece, to emphasize the nature of distortions. Note that there are

fewer distortions thnn with Catmull’s technique ([8]) where both
surfaces would be mnppcd onto a rectangle. Moreover, wc find
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for the hemisphere  the well known  Sanson’s  projection  (pseudo-
cylindric projection)  used in cartography.
Although  the cone is a developable  surface, the algorithm  of [3]
does not give its proper  development.  However,  this technique
gives satisfying results if we develop the surface into sufficiently
small  pieces, because  the meridians  of a surface of revolution  are
geodesics  (they  have at any point a zero curvature  with respect  to
the surface)  so they arc  equivalent  to straight  lines in the plane.
Oue possible  enhancement  and extension of the algorithm of [3]

Figure  2: Cone and hemisphere  flattening

to more  general  surfaces (see Figure  3) consists in computing  the
geodesic  Cl joining  two extremal  points of an initial  curve and
mapping  it onto  a straight  line D1 in the plane  (with  distance
preservation).  Then, for any other point Mi,,  compute the short-
est geodesic  G starting  from Cl and joining  Mij. Let  M be the
intersection  point of G and G1. The planar  correspondent  P of
M is obtained by preserving  the distance  between  M and Mz
(d(M,  Mz)=d(P,  Pz)).  Pi) is then given  by drawing  a straight  line
D orthogonal  to D1  and by preserving the distance  between M
and Mi, (d(M, M,j)=  d(P, Pi,)).

Figure 3: A possible  extension using geodesics

Geodesics  on n 3D surface are very  attractive  because  they  behave
much like straight  lines on the plane.  Unfortunately,  although  this
class  of curves has long  been studied  in differential geometry [7]  nnd
are  now well known,  their characterization  is rather local.  Given a
curve drawn on a 3-D surface one can determine whether  or not it
is a geodesic  nt a given  point. The entire  curve is then a geodesic
if it is geodesic  at each point. But what we need here is the inverse
problem: find a curve on a surface which  is a geodesic  between two
giveu surface points.  This problem is very difficult because  we have
to mnke a global numerical  computation  using local properties.
Numerical approximations  of computation  of geodesics  proposed
up to now [lG, l] are very slow. In addition,  they  do not always
give good results.
In the next  section  we give  an almost  equivalent  extensionavoiding
geodesic  computation.

3 Geodesic  curvature  preservation flat-
tening

Instead  of mnpping onto the plane  unknown  (and difficult  to com-
pute) curves of the surfaces such as geodesics,  we use already  avail-
able isopnrnmetric  curves and take into account  their topological
properties in the mapping  process.  The main  idea of the proposed
technique  is to map isoparametric  curves of the surface onto  curves
of the plane,  with  geodesic  curvature  preservation at sample points

and with  arc length (i.e. chord  length)  preservation.
We will  first recall  some results  from the differential  geometry  of
curves in order  to define  the notion  of geodesic curvature,  then
outline  the new general  flattening  algorithm,  and fmally  give  a
numerical  and constructive  algorithm for mapping  curves of a sur-
face onto  curves of a plane  with  geodesic  curvature  and arc length
preservation.

3.1 Local properties of curves and surface
curves:  short review

The results in differential  geometry  that we use may be found  in
[7] and [12],  both excellent references.
Let C be a curve in R’ given  by arc length parametrization:

where the Cartesian  coordinates  z(s),  y(s) and z(s) of each point
X of C, are differentiable  functions  of arc length s (the  length of
C from X(0) to X(s)).
To study the local behavior  of a curve,  a fundamental concept
in differential  geometry  is to use a local frame and to express  its
local change  in its own coordinate  system.  The  Frenet  local frame
(X,  t,m,b)  is a good  candidate for this purpose  (see Figure  4).
The origin of the frame is point X around  which one would like to
study  the local behavior  of the curve. Axes  (t, m, b) are given  by
the formulas:

where primes  denote derivatives  with respect  to arc length and
A denotes  the cross product.  t(r) is the tangent  vector, m(s) is
called  moin  normal  vector  and b(s) is called  binotmal  vector  at s.
The plane  O(s) generated by t( )s and m(s)  is called the osculating
plane at s; it is the plane  which contains  the  curve around  X(s).
One can easily show that  variation of the Frenet  frame  can be

Figure  4: a): Frenet  frame variation along  a curve, b): Local

behavior  of a sphere  circle, c): cones parallel  to a sphere along

circles.

expressed  through  the following  formulas:
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The vrwiables [k(s) l=llt’(a)[l and lT(a)l=[lb’11 are called respec-
tively maan curvature and torsion at s. Curvature and torsion have
an intuitive geometric meaning: let da(s) and d8(s) be respectively
the angle between t(s) and t(s+ d) and the angle between b(s)
and b(s + cfs), rtt “consecutive” points X(s) and X(s + ds). Then:

In other words k nnd r are the angular velocities of the tangent
rmd the osculating plmm, respectively, as the frame is moved along

the curve with s playing the role of “time”.
Moreover, these two variables are independent of parametrization.
When k is zero everywhere the curve is a straight tine, and when
7 is zero everywhere the curve is planar.
Now, consider a surface S given by a parametric function from R2
to R=:

[1

Z(U, v)
X(u, v) = y(u, v) ,(u, v)~[a, b] x [a, b] CR2,

4% U)

where the Crmtesinn coordinates z, y, z of a surface point are dif-
ferentiable functions of u and v. Let us suppose in add]tion, that
the isoprarametric lines are nowhere tangent to each other:

iV(u, v)= Xti AX. #O Vu, ve[rz, b]

where X,. mr X, rare first derivatives vectors according to u pa-
rameter and v parnmeter respectively.
The vector n=& is cedled the normal vector to S at point

X(u, u).
The plrme Tp spanned by the set of points Y such that:

(X - Y).n = O,

(where dot denotes the scalar product of vectors) is called the
tangent plane to surface S at point X.
Let C5 be a curve belonging to surface S and given by arc length
parametric function X(s). Recall that the curvature is defined by
the acceleration t’=km of CS. This vector can be expressed with
two components where the one, t’g, is tangent tO the surface and
the other, t’,,, is normal to the surface:

t’ = t’g + t’n
t’,, = (t’.n)n

Seen from a view-point finked to the surface, the acceleration t’ is
reduced to tangential component t’g.
Definition : The geodesic curvature kg of a curve C5 belonging to

a surface S, at a point X, is the norm of tangential acceleration
of C5 at X according to arc length parameter:

lkgl = [It’gll.

kg corresponds to the curvature of C’s seen from a view-point at-
tached to the surface S. It is different from main curvature k (kg

could be null while k is not null).
CS is mid to be geodesic at a point X if and only if kg is nil at
X emd CS is called a geodesic if it is geodesic at every point. One
necessary emd sufficient condition for C’s to be geodesic at point
X is thmt the main normal vector m of curve C5 at X is parallel
to the normrd vector n to surface S at X.
At rmy point X the local projection of a curve Cs on the trmgent
phmc along the normal vector to the surface S provides a straight
line if CS is a geodesic, and non-zero curvature (at X) on the pla-
nar curve otherwise. Figure 4 shows the behavior of circles of a
sphere: n circle is a geodesic if and only if it is a great circle.

Lemma: The Geodesic curvature kg of a curve Cs bclowriw tO

a surface S at a point X is equal to curvature at X of the planar

curve CTP obtained by locally projecting CS onto the tangent plane

(Tp) .lOng f~c normal vector to surface S at point X.
As for mstin curvature, intuitively geodesic curvature kg(s), at a
point X(s), is the angular velocity of tangents to the resulting
projected curve CTP(s) according to arc length s.
This Lemmn leads us to an efficient and constructive numericnl
wny of mapping a chord line of a surface onto a chord line in a
plane with preservation of chord length and geodesic curvature.
This is the bnsis of the new flattening algorithm described below.

3.2 Outline of the new general algorithm

The new algorithm runs as follows (see Figure 5):

1.

2,

3

Map the initial selected curve Cau. of the surface (for instance
{v = M,U, j, < j < j2 } ) onto a curve in the plane with

geodesic curvature preservation at sample points and with
arc length preservation ( distance preservation between any
pair of successive sample points).

Extend step by step the development on the left side of CiO..
At each step one reaches a curve C,., (i < io ) while mapping
transversal curves C.j ({u = rJj, jl < j < j2 }) O==tO c~ves in

the pleme with geodesic curvature rmd arc length preservation.
At the same time, one requires preservation of the cross angle
between the initial curve CiO. and each trrmsversal curve C.j.
The process is stopped when the left side distortion threshold
is reached, or curve Ci. belongs to rm already flattened region.

Extend the development on the right side of C,.. according
to the right side threshold (snme process as the left side one).

if distortion> threshold

Surface Plane

Figure 5: Geodesic curvnture preservation flattening.

Notice that here again distances are preserved along the initial
curve C’i O,and in the transversal ones C.j. All distortions are con-
centrated on curves Ci. parallel to CiO,. So, the dktortion metric
for a specific curve Ci, is the same as for the previous technique

(formula (l)).

3.3 Mapping a 3D surface curve onto a planar
curve with arc length and geodesic curva-
ture preservation

Let us recall that the surface is sampled and that surface curves
are given by chord lines, arc length between two consecutive points
being approximated with euclidian distance. Suppose the curve C
that we want to map onto the plane contains n + 1 sample points
&fi, i = O..n. Let US denote by ni and TPi, respectively, the
normnl vector and the tangent plane to the surface at point MD.
The curve flattening algorithm can then be described as follows:

i) Map the first curve segment i%90A91 onto a segment POPI in
the plane (let us call this plane OZV) such that d(hfo, MI )
= d(Po, PI ). It is sufficient to fix an initiaf point PO and a
direction in the plane.

ii) For each j, 2< j<n, P, is iteratively computed in the plane
as follows (see Figure 6):

1. project illj and JfJ –2 onto the tangent pkme to the

surface nt Mj_l. This provides two points in Tp, _l,

called fiJ and fi~-z and given by the formulas:

M, = M, + ((Mj–1 - Mj).n)–i)m)–i.

‘2That is the reason why we require a surface tO bc C2.
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2. Use a dilation in TPj_l to tmnsform IWj into a point

kf~ su.h that d(Mj-l, Mj)=d(Mj_l, M~).

‘“!J- ‘j-’’’(tij - Mj-1)~~ = ‘J-; + llMj - ~j-111

3. As Pj_2 and Pj_l are akady computed, the de-
sired point Pj is the point of OZMthat preserves si-
mult aneousl y the angle Oj-I between ~j -2 Jfj - I tid

M1-l M~, and the distance d(Mj-l, M~).

d(Pj-l, Pj) = d(Mj-l, M~)

The way we obtain pj is to first compute coordinates

Surface Plane

Figure 6: Mapping a curve of a surface onto a planar curve:

step ii).

(z’, , Z’2 ) of M; according to the local orthogonal frame

(hf, -l, e~, ej) in Tpj_l where axes e{ and e; and the

coordinates are given by the formulas:

Pj is the point of OZy having the same coordi-
nates according to the orthogonal and positive frame
(P)-l, el ,ez) given by:

where (0,;, ~) is the canonical coordinate system of
Oxy.

Step ii) of this algorithm will be used in other circumstances, in
what follows It can be thought of as an operator ‘P. Given three

neighboring surface points (MI, MZ, M3 ) and two corresponding
points (Pl, PZ ) of (Ml, M2) in the flattening plane Ozg, ‘F’ com-
putes point P3 in Ozy, that preserves the distance d(M2, M3 ) and

—
the projection of the angle Oa=(MI ~aMs ) in TpM,. We will ca~
this operator the angle prrserver and we will write:-

R = Pe, (Jf3)

Theorenr The above curve flattening algorithm preserves

geodestc curvature and arc lengths within the chord line approxi-

mation.

As we initially have d(Po, PI ) = d(Mo, MI) ~d h Constmction Of

Pj, j, 2<j<n, we have d(pj-1, Pj)=d(M)-l, Mj), so arc lengths
me preserved.

As the sampling is sufficiently refined, the trmgents to a curve can
be approximated with chord segments. SO, at step 11), @j -I CDII
be considered as the angle variation between two “consecutive”
tangent vectors to the locally projected curve, intO Tpj_l. We

preserve 8J_ 1 and chord lengths. We then preserve locally the
anguhir velocity of tangents to the curve prOjectiOn int O Tp j _ ~.

(Q. E. D).
Notice that the computation of Pj involves geodesic curvature
preservation at M, –1

S.4 Preserving the cross angles between the ini-
tial curve and a transversal curve

In fact, the preserved angles are the cross angles between the 1-
cal projection of the two curves onto the tangent plane at their
intersecting point (see Figure 7). Suppose that the initial curve

Mb-i

Figure 7: Cross angle preservation.

C,., and a trrmsversal curve C7.J meet at the point JfiOJ Let us
denote by M,o) –1 , Miu J+ I and by Jfio -] j, Mio+ 1j, respectively,
the neighbors of M,oj along the u and v dire. tiOn. When we
project these four neighboum onto TPiOj, we obtain a quasMat-

eral (fii,uj _l, ific,-lj, Mi{,, +I , ~iO + I, ) -Four angles must then be
preserved:

03 = (&,uJ+1M~3MqU+11) 84 = (Mio+i)M,oj Mioj-i)

As the initial curve c,,,, is a~eady mapped, the pOints
Pioj _ ~, P,UJ, P,uj+ ~ are available in the flattening plane. k

addition, we have (P,,, j_l~P,oJ+I )=(mioj-lM~J~i.j+l)
(geodesic curvature preservation at MioJ, On Cio.) we then O~Y
have to preserve 01 and 64, respectively, when we initialize the

mapping of C,J on the left side of C,., (when we .Omwte Pi. -1 j )
and on the right side of C,,,. (when WC compute Pi. + i j ). This

implies the preservation of all the Other angles. Pi. –1 j and Pio+ lJ

are then given by the angle preserver operators:

Moreover, this preserves the angle (M,. –1, M,OJ Mio+ lJ ), h-e,

geodesic curvature at Jf,<, J on C.l

3.5 Flattening of the cone and the hemisphere

Figure 8-a and 8-b show the flnttenings of the cone with this tech-

nique. In 8-a, the cone is spread out around a generatrix. In &b a
circle is used as initial curve. Both give the same result, which is
the proper development of the cone (an angular sector of a disc).
In Figure 9, we show the mapping of a checkerboard pattern onto
the cone according to three different techniques: With Catmull’s

technique, in 9-st and 9-b, squares are compressed along circles M

one gets close to the tip. The advnntrige of this technique is that
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Figure  8: a) and b): Development  of a cone  around  a meridian

and n parallel respectively. c) and d) Development  of a hemisphere

around  a meridirm  and the equator respectively.

one con manage to avoid the line of discontinuities  with  repeated
patterns.
The  second  mapping  (Q-c  and 9-d)  is based  on the flattening  tech-
nique described in section  2.2 (previous  work). One can see that
distortions are not very noticeable  beside  the initial  generatrix  (9-
c). Squares are more and more stretched along meridians  (the
inverse of flattening  distortions impression)  and angles more dis-
torted, beside  the cutting  line (Q-d).
The mapping  based  on geodesic curvature  flattening  (9-e and 9-f)
provides  no distortions but the texture contains  6 line of disconti-
nuities  (9-f). Thus it is topologically  faithful.
The cone contains  1281  points. Its flattening  takes about 0.05s
with the algorithm  of section  2.2 and 0.5s with the geodesic curva-
ture preservation algorithm  on a GOULD 9000.  Mapping  texture
from the flattened  cone has taken about 25s.
The full  development  of the hemisphere  around  the central  merid-
inn is shown in Figure  8-c.  The  initial  meridian and the equator
are mapped onto straight lines, because  both  are geodesic  curves.
The  parallel  circles ore mapped  onto circles, because  along  each
parallel circle there  exists a cone tangent to the sphere: as along
the circle  the tangent planes  are the same according to the sphere
or to the cone,  at each point  geodesic curvature  is the same ac-
cording to the two surfaces. So, flattening  of a parallel  circle  of the
sphere gives the same result  as if it were considered  as belonging  to
the cone, hence a circle.  One  can notice that with the latter flat-
tening technique,  angles  are less distorted  than with the technique
of section  2.2 (Figure  2). The same flattening  is obtained with
Bonne’s projection  (or pseudo-cylindric  projection),  also used in
cartography.  In [2] it is shown that, starting  from different initial
curves, geodesic  curvature  preservation flattening  provides other
types  of projections  used in cartography.  For instance,  when the
initial  curve  is not a great circle,  the development  provides  so cone
(a conic  projection).  The hemisphere  has about 300 points.  Its flat-
tening takes about 0.008s  with the technique  described in section
2.2 and has taken about 0.2s with the geodesic  curvature  preser-
vation algorithm.
The mnjor  disadvantage  of this technique  is due to preservation of
geodesic  curvature  in only  one direction  during  the development
process.  This concentratesall  the distortions on the curves parallel
to the initial  one. This  also makes the technique  strongly  dcpen-
dent on the initial  curve. Figure 8-d shows the development  of
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Figure  9: Mapping  a checkerboard  onto D cone with different tech-

niques.

the hemisphere  around  the equator. One obtains a rectangle: the
equator is a geodesic,  and is mapped onto a straight line. All the
meridians  being geodesics,  they  are also mapped  onto straight  lines
orthogonal  to the first one and having the same length.  However
this technique  remains  suitable  for all developable  surfaces (or de-
velopable  parts  of L surface).  It also gives  good  results on almost
developable  surfaces.
In the next section,  we present  a technique  that takes into account
geodesic  curvature  in both  directions and then reduce  the draw-
backs encountered with non-developable  surfaces.

4 Incorporating  geodesic curvature  in
both directions: Relaxation technique

The technique  described in this section  consists  of distributing  dis-
tortions in both directions. This  is done  in two steps:

1. One fust develops the surface  around  an initial  curve,  taking
into account  at each point  the geodesic curvature  in both di-
rections  u and v and the projected  cross angles. As will  be
explained  later,  this development  induces  a gradient  of dis-
tortions on the flnttened region.  This  gradient enables  one to
mensure the distortions and stop  the development  propaga-
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2.

4.1

The

tion when necessary.

A relaxation procedure is then used to reduce and better
distribute the distortions in the flattened region.

For simplicity, in the following, the projected angle (in the
tangent plane) between two intersecting curves is loosely
called the angle.

Development technique

new development aluorithrn is almost the same as the alm-
rithm of the previous sect~on. One first maps the initial curve CIO.
onto the plane with geodesic curvature and arc length preservm
tion. The development of the region is then propagated step by
step to the curves parallel to CiO., on the left side of Cio,, then
on the right side of C’i O, The new feature introduced here is the
way in which the points of the paraflel curves are mapped onto the
flattening plane.
As illustrated in Figure 10, let Aflj = Cg, fl C,j be the point be-
ing processed, PiJ is obtained by preserving at each neighbour

&fkI G {M1–lj , 1141J+1, Mi+l , MIJ_l} already processed, the
1three angles (61 ~1, @* ~1, @3~1). (1 &l and #2kl are cross angles (fac-

ing &fiJ ) between the curves that intersect at ~~1. preserving @s kl

is equivalent to preserving the geodesic curvature at Alkl on the
curve containing Mij and &fkl, One can not always preserve all
three angles. For instnnce, in Figure 10 the pOint Mt+l j –I has

not yet been processed, so one cannot preserve 02ij–1 Each angle

/

lq Surface

Plane

bp
I-2J

Figure 10: Preserving angles at processed neighbors (develop-

ment step).

preservation provides a different point in the flattening plane. This
point is obtained using the angle preserver:

P;~’ =P@.,,(M:j), r= 1,2,3; kl E {i–lj, ij+l, i+lj, ij–1}

The point P,, corresponding to MiJ in the flattening Pl=e is then

the ccntroid of the points
3 ~r,kl

The choice of the centroid in’~uces slight errors on the angles and
distances. The accumulation of these errors provides a gradient of
distortions in the scanning direction. So, for a better distribution

of the distortions the curve being processed is not scanned from
one extremrJ point to the other extremal point. Instead, the curve
is scanned from the central point to the extrcmal points,
With this technique distortions are present on both C:., C,j curves.
The distortions increase in diagonal directions as one gets far from
the central point of the initial curve. Let Wjl < u < V)z On the

3When the surface is developable the preservation of each angle
gives the same point in the flattening plane.

initial curve C,., . The distortion metric for a specific curve Ci. is
then:

C(c,.) =
‘=”-1 lld(~~kj~lk+~)- ~(~l~jp~~+,)ll+

*( x d(~ik,kf~k+~)
k=jl

‘= ’-’ lld(~kji,~k+ljl) - d(pkj, IPk+lji )1! +

E d(~kJ1,Mk+l),)
k=*o

‘= ’-1 lld(MkJ,! Mk+l),) - d(pk)zopk+lj>)lll

x d(Mkj2s Mk+1J2)
k=,.

Here one has Z=i – io rmd J=jl - jl

4.2 Relaxation procedure

In the above development, when mapping a point onto the flat-
tening plane, one does not take into account all the neighboring

points (see figure 11). The reason is that some neighbors have not
been processed yet. In nddition, for a given ncighbour one can not
always preserve all the angles. The relaxation procedure consists

Ui

/“
j

Figure 11: Preserving three rmgles at four neighboura (relaxation

Step).

of recomputing points of the obtained flat piece several times until
the change becomes insignificant. At each iteration one uses the
results of the previous itemtion. The location of a point P,; at
iteration n is then:

P/~ is thus the ccntroid of the twelve points obtained by preserving

the three angles of each neighbour. The angle preserver ‘P”-l uses
the flattening points of iteration n – 1.
Let PI, P2, , P,, be a cluster of n points within a plane and let P
be a point in this plane. One calls the “dispersion” of the cluster
around P the value:

k=i

Dsp(P) is minimum for the centroid P“, of the cluster of points.
Dap(P,,, ) is then called the dispersion Of the cluster Of points. FOr
our purposes, the quality of the flattening at a given point Pij
can be measured by the dispersion D#p(PiJ ) of the twelve points
given by the twelve nngle preservers. The smaller D~p(pij ) k
the better is the flattening at P,, . Thus tnking the centroid of

the twelve points nt each itcrntion is better for distributing and
reducing the distortions.
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The quality of the whole  flattening  can be measured  by the mean
disnersion:

Dsp = f C Drp(Pij).

ii
Here  N is the number  of points within the flattened  piece.  Thus,
the relaxation  procedure stops when the dispersion  Dsp”  at iter-

ation n has not changed  significantly,  i.e. when ]Dap”-Da~+~/
DIP”

becomes  less then some fixed variation  threshold (about  10w3).
The relaxation  algorithm  can thus be simply described as follows:

DSP“-’ = G+catnumbc+

Dsp’*  = Smallnumber

For each ij indexing  the region points

Dsp”-’  e Dspn

Dsp= = -& xi, Dsp(P,!;)

endFor
endWhile.

4.3 Flattening  of the sphere

Figures  12-a  and 12-b show the flattening  of the hemisphere  around
the central  meridian before  (12-a) and after (12-b)  the relaxation
process.  With the relaxation  technique,  it is clear  that  distortions
arc better  distributed  and angles  more preserved than previously
(i.e., with the geodesic curvature  flattening  preservation in only
one direction).
Figures  12-c and 12-d  show the flattening  of the hemisphere  around
the equator before (12-c)  and after (12-d)  the relaxation  process.
One can notice that  after the relaxation,  the flattening  is almost
the same as when the initial  curve is a meridian. Starting  from

Figure 12: Development  of a hemisphere  - a: around  a meridian

before and after relaxation  b: around  the equator before and after

relaxation.

the development  around  the meridian the relaxation  has taken 6
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iterations and 3 seconds. Starting  from the development  around
the equator the relaxation  has taken  about 16 iterations and 15s.
Figure 13 highlights  the compromise between discontinuities  and
distortions. A digitized  photograph  (in Figures  13-a  and 13-b) and
an artificial  material  (in Figures  13-c  and  13-d)  are  mapped onto
the sphere. Catmull’s technique  is used in the pictures  on the left:
patterns are strongly deformed  beside the pole, but there arc no
discontinuities.  In the pictures  on the right the mapping  is based
on the relaxation  procedure. The sphere  is segmented into four
equal  pieces,  a meridian being chosen for each piece.  Distortions
are hardly noticeable,  but seam lines arc evident in the mapped
photograph.  In the mapped  material, seam lines are not quite
visible  but one can guess where they arc because  of the sudden
changes of orientation.

Figure  13: Comparison on the sphere of Catmull’s mapping  and

the mapping based on the piecewise  relaxation.

5 Application: shoe modeling
One of the possible  applicationsof  our mapping and texturing  tech-
niques is computer-aided  shoe design.  Shoemakers  naturally use
geodesics  to cut patterns, by drawing lines on a shape of the shoe:
these lines become the edges of the flattened  3-D patterns consti-
tuting the different pieces  of the resulting shoe.
To determine the pattern  of a region  (see picture of Figure 14-a),
the shoemaker  sticks a paper strip  on a median curve  of the re-
gion to flatten. He then cuts the sheet from this line in tine “fish
bones”;  each of them is folded  back on the shoe form, determining
a geodesic  on the surface.  Finally,  the trace  of the region border is
marked  on each bone,  giving  the edge  of the flattened  zone. One
notes  that  the choice  of the geodesics  is here completely  empirical,
and therefore difficult to automate. Our method enables  one to
overcome this difficulty.
Figure  14-b  shows a wire frame of a shoe shape. A real wooden
shoe pattern has first been sampled by a laser sensor along succes-
sive slices. Each  slice  has  been approximated  by a rpline  curve.  A
spline surface (of NURBS type) has then been generated by tr-
verse interpolation  between splints.  The parametric  surface has
then been sampled  along isoparametrics.  The  parametric surface
modeling  algorithm  is explained in detail  in [15].
In Figure 14-b, the shoe model  is being mapped: the pink zone
is already  flattened, while the yellow  side is currently  treated: the
starting curve for development  is drawn  in green.  The sole (in
white)  is not treated yet.
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As described above, we use isoparametrics as cut lines: starting
from a given curve, we develop the shoe surface until a deforma-
tion threshold is reached. As the whole surface is not developable,
we c~n play on the width of the pieces by vsrying the distortion
threshold.
The shoe form is cut into three pieces (which flattening are shown

in Figures 14-c, 14-d and 14-e): the sole, the interior and the exte-
rior sides. The sole, m relatively flat, is flattened with the simple
geodesic curvature flattening. The relaxation process has been ap-
plied to both sides.
Figures 14-f and 14-g show, from different viewpoints, the entirely
text ured shoe shape, obtained by mapping on it successively a dig-
Itized nciturcd leather and an artificisf weaving.
Figures 14-h and 14-i show the modeling of a sandal and its flat-
tened pieces. Small pieces have been obtained with the geodesic
curvnture preservation algorithm. The big piece has needed the re-
laxation algorithm. Finally, one can see the sandal textured with

the lenthcr and the artificial material in Figures 14-j rmd 14-k.
Each of the shoe models has taken less than 3s computation time
for flattening the pieces. The atline interpolation for texture map-
ping has taken between 15 and 20s.
From a practical point of a view, an efficient CAD tool should en-
nble one to draw “manuslly” the region edge curves cm the 3-D
surface. Our techniques could then be used for the flattening of
each region, by developing the parametric pattern cent aining the
selected region, projecting the edges on the 2-D mapping, and fi-
nc-dly cut ting the plane along these borders. In this case, the choice
of the initird development curve could even be automatic: the user
needs only to know the distortion rate induced on each piece of
the shoe. This will be pursued in future work. The edgoritbm of
drnwing curves on 3-D sucfaces is described in [15].

6 Conclusion

We have presented in this paper new and efficient algorithms for
non-distorted texture mapping. Unlike more conventional ap-
pronchcs based on global minimization of distortions, our tech-
niques ennble n controlled unfolding around an initial curve by
choosing n distortion metric on isoparametrics of the surface.

Moreover, distortions are lessened by introducing discontinuities on
the unfolded surface. Possible applications (among others) could
be umbrella and underwear designing, and, more generally, mrmu-
fncturing.
The new algorithms are easy to implement, although they me
based on uncommon concepts (from differential geometry); nev-
ertheless, they present several aspects for further study. First, a
IIuman intervention for the choice of the initial curve and the dis-
tortion threshold is necessary. Also, our techniques con only be
used on surfnces given explicitly by their parametric equations,
thus reducing their scope. The generalization to polygonal sur-

faces would then be desirable. Another disadvantage is that seam
lines (cuts) nrc locnted on isoparametric curves, and thus depend

on the pnrnmetrizrdion chosen. On most natural objects covered
with phmnr texture (clothes and walls for example), seam lines arc
locnted on lines of mnin curvature, giving a harmonious look to the
mnpping. It could then be useful to parametrize the surface again
cdong the main directions ([1]) before flattening it. This is not
cdways true, though, and in certain cases (shoe modeling for ex-
ample) aesthetics m-e important. This is a very subjective notion;
drawing edge curves by hand on the surface becomes neccssnry in
such cases.
Another interesting problem consists of how to reduce as much as

possible the number of cut pieces . A preliminary idea would be to
extend n previously mapped piece, by choosing its borders as be-
ing the initial curves of the flattening algorithms described in this
paper. Another solution consists of finding a strategy to merge

different pieces previously obtained. This is still an open problcm.
The last point that could be explored is the texture orientation:
how can one locate and orient the several flattened pieces in the
texture plnne, in order to obtain a good appearance at seam lines.
A possible solution would consist of minimizing a global metric of

positions and orientations on the common borders of the unfolded
parts.
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